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ABSTRACT

Radio Carbon is a documentary made using a methodology for creating conscious
digital video projects with a process privileging respect for crew, subject, and environment
over the needs of a commercial, or market driven product. The guidelines imposed by this
method are fluid, and project-specific in terms of their exact interpretation for each film.
This project is meant to demonstrate a production style that allows for work to be made by
the participants without a dominating creative force at every stage of production. This is
made possible through the introduction of chance operations at several key points along the
production process, and in doing so we wrest some measure of cinematic honesty from
projects that would otherwise be particularly vulnerable to auteur bias.
For this specific project, I have applied these practices to a hybrid documentary
personal essay film. The film employs a fictional narrative as a framing device for interviews
with three of my former art professors as they discuss their different approaches to the
artistic process as it relates to their own personal transformations and cycles within their
lives. These interviews are intercut with the narrative journey made by the crew between
subjects after visiting one of Colorado’s many abandoned mines and carrying with us a
dangerous artifact that begins to corrode my body, mind, and even the video files in the
finished sequences. The juxtapositions between these sequences are marked by video
compression glitches. By blending clips together and denying a strict boundary between
truth and fiction on screen, the film asks how we can approach digital cinema while
understanding that by simply observing something we are destroying and recreating the
world around us, as well as the world on screen.
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INTRODUCTION

The project began with basic assumptions made about documentary film, and how truth
can be depicted on screen. We affect the accuracy of a moment by recording it, so
recording can be considered translation, and mistranslation is inevitable. With that in mind,
we also assume that there are degrees of accuracy that are important enough to distinguish
in the case of documentary film, and that there are ways that we can improve the accuracy
of these translations, or at the very least better acknowledge our potential for unreliability.
“This, to be sure, is to admit that all translation is only a somewhat provisional way of
coming to terms with the foreignness of languages.” (Benjamin 257)
Miscommunication feels like the shadow of understanding. I have always struggled
to fully communicate my thoughts, plans, and feelings to people around me. Sometimes it is
enough to speak through action, or consequence, but there have always been moments
when it is simply impossible to reach mutual understanding. I return to these moments
when I think about conducting interviews, researching people, and trying to accurately
present their images and positions. How can I be sure that I’ve got this right, and how can
anyone?
I felt a deep desire within my own process to make work that demonstrated personal
truth in a way that has some immunity to missing context, and author misinterpretation.
Communication with language is only possible with a shared vocabulary, and the more
specific a vocabulary is, the more specifically we can communicate. This was my reasoning
when I chose to make a documentary for this project. Between nonfiction film’s ubiquity as
an educational tool and the history of documentary film as propaganda, modern audiences
have been conditioned to accept ideas and images on screen when they are presented within
documentary genre conventions. “Audiences have a psychological investment in the
5

aesthetic codes and contracts of a film being reliable” (Citron 23). This could mean that the
vocabulary that an audience uses to engage with the project prepares the audiences to
receive truth—that I would not betray their trust because I can follow the pattern we
recognize as authenticity in documentary film. Authenticity here can simply be the sense
that an audience believes in a synthesis between the text of the documentary and the beliefs
of the filmmaker. Within the context of modern digital technology and the potential for
videos using this vocabulary to create biased or false realities, I wanted to practice a method
that could blunt that conditioning and help challenge the reliability of the medium. The
project could be a document that prepares audiences to develop a healthy suspicion of my
trustworthiness both as source and presenter—possibly even extending to how audiences
trust film in general.
Beyond the need I felt to develop this kind of methodology, I thought that it would
be right to test these ideas using a personal essay film. The common ground—how artists
develop an awareness of the effects their works have on the world while trying to avoid
hypocrisy. Each interview subject represents a different understanding of this regarding
their work, and each of them has a different view on how to make art that modifies the
world in a responsible way. We at different times shared a sense of guilt, or a sense of
responsibility to not see our work as superior to the materials we used to craft it. Thus, I
felt there was a relationship between my goal to make an ethical cinema practice, and my
desire to document people who might have influenced that goal in the first place.
The tools for the test were established genre conventions, continuity editing, and
chance operations. The first minutes of the film set up a collision between an acid-western
and a documentary, and to take advantage of the expectations created by both. By the time
it becomes clear that the film includes documentary interviews with real subjects, the
audience might have already prepared themselves to watch a work of fiction, only then to be
confronted with “reality on screen” once they have already suspended their disbelief. The
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elements of chance prevent the film from becoming predictable, or from being too
flawless—as well as another crucial element—and the editing of the film is the final warning
to viewers: everything here on screen is an illusion. This seems like a counterintuitive
approach to nonfiction, but I have come to see it as a courtesy before a debate to the
audience. Then maybe any new ideas or understandings gleaned from the film inspire
further research and confirmation, rather than trapping the viewer into the single view of
truth they can get from the film alone.
By using these methods to inoculate the audience against the aesthetic promises of
the genre, I hope to show Radio Carbon as a digital film that delivers a type of honesty
towards their subject that is impossible within the broader structures of traditional reflexive
documentary filmmaking.
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REVIEW OF RESEARCH

While preparing for the project, I had three main sources of artistic inspiration to
consider: personal essay film, hybrid documentary, and conscious or environmental cinema.
To me the key connection between these was that idea of cinematic honesty, and the forms
that best lent themselves to that goal. In the realm of essay film, I drew upon artists like
Agnes Varda, Ross McElwee, and Matt McCormick, who I felt have bodies of work that
reveal as much about themselves as presenters as the subjects they portray. Varda’s The
Gleaners and I (2000) was of primary importance to me, both because of the subject
connection between filmmakers and the chance operation approach that Varda chose to
employ for that project. The first subject shown in the film, MJ Sullivan, was a student of
Varda’s at one point, and as MJ was my primary advisor in my undergraduate schooling, I
received some of that education through both womens’ point of view. Central is Varda’s
idea of cinécriture in the preparatory stage of filmmaking, and once production begins, the
reliance more and more on luck and chance. Cinécriture as Varda described it—her
methodology—was built on taking chances during production.
The definition I gave to film writing (cinécriture) applies more specifically to
documentary films. The encounters I make and the shots I take, alone or together
with a team, the editing style, with echoing or counter pointing moments, the
wording of the voiceover commentary, the choice of music, all this isn't simply
writing a script, or directing a film or wording a commentary, all this is chance
working with me, all this is the film writing that I often talk about.
(Varda, The Gleaners and I press kit)
One of the most famous examples of this in action would be a sequence from
Gleaners Varda refers to as “The Dance of the Lens Cap.” The inclusion of a totally
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unplanned and accidental piece of media gathered during the construction of the film. Such
playful surrenders to the reality of the filmmaking process here serve two essential purposes
for my project: establishing a reflexive mode of documentary, and mitigating my own ability
to control the images presented on screen. I felt this was especially important due to the
hybrid fiction element, and because of my inclusion as a character in the narrative—I
wanted the audience to see that it was me who was making this project, and for my
credibility to be questioned along with the rest of the images on screen. This led me to
several choices throughout the production that helped guide the shooting and editing
process, mainly regarding my presentation in the film and what signals appear to the
audience when I appear.
Ross McElwee’s personal essay films were foremost in my mind whenever I
wondered about the structure of the film, and when I tried to fit my own memories from
production into the edit. His perspective on the inclusion of subject into the film, and the
impact that has on audiences trained to accept verité style footage.
I want to not just make what we normally think of as documentaries, but to create an
essay form of filmmaking that allows for a filmmaker, a protagonist, to literally have
a voice. For me it's also imperative that the film intersect with the real world and
give way to it for great lengths of time.
(McDonald)
One phrase I would repeat often on set was “it is a documentary,” which felt more
like an admission than an excuse. I felt a strong need to include the reality we were
experiencing just as much as the planned shots that work towards the narrative ends of the
film, and that became part of the ongoing writing process. I felt that intersecting with the
real world in this way could suddenly snap narrative sequences into a broader context and
remind an onlooker that there are new levels of understanding beyond the surface meaning
9

of a scene. To me this meant, as we filmed, that rough edges needed to be left alone, and
glimpses behind the curtain were as important as the areas with more craftwork and polish.
Part of MJ’s curriculum included the work of surrealists, and their chance operations.
I allowed myself to think superstitiously as I worked on this project, and the work of Jean
Painlevé appeared in a serendipitous way later in the process. My introduction was in an old
green book, sold to me in a shop beside a fantastic Greek restaurant. In it I found a
collection of ideas that provided a wonderful springboard to describe the reasoning behind
my methods, and to consider the direction of reliable filmmaking.
Jean Painlevé’s: Ten Commandments
From the program notes for ‘Poets of the Documentary’
1. You will not make documentaries if you do not feel the subject.
2. You will refuse to direct a film if your convictions are not expressed.
3. You will not influence the audience by unfair means.
4. You will seek reality without aestheticism or ideological apparatus.
5. You will abandon every special effect that is not justified.
6. Trickery will be of no use unless the audience is your confidant.
7. You will not use clever editing unless it illustrates your good intentions.
8. You will not show monotonous sequences without perfect justification.
9. You will not substitute words for images in any way.
10. You will not be content with “close enough” unless you want to fail spectacularly.
For our film, I am especially interested in rules three through seven—those that deal
most closely with cinematic deception and the relationship to a naïve audience. ‘Influence
by unfair means’ is perhaps the most important, as digital cinema has become almost perfect
at creating a flawless illusion. The next two give priority to showing unaltered reality—
reminiscent of some Dogme 95 rules established in their vow, such as forbidding “optical
work and filters” or prohibiting “superficial action” (Krause 13). Six and seven feel
completely different to me, and the first time a rule is not phrased as a command. The word
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used is ‘confidant,’ and read this way it recontextualizes the rest. These can be read as a
scolding for Painlevé’s favored readers—likeminded filmmakers—which fits his attitude
from a Cahiers du Cinéma piece titled The Castration of the Documentary. “I am addressing this
minority in particular. You who do not practice the defeatist motto: ‘It’s better than
nothing’…” (Masaki-Bellos, McDougall 156). To me, this suggests a challenge to those
filmmakers who Painlevé thought unambitious: respect your audience enough to play fair
with their perception of reality. We know that Painlevé allows for, if not outright
encourages ‘trickery’—deception, or unreality—on the condition that the audience is
trusted, and presumably given honesty. How have filmmakers historically earned trust with
their audiences, to prove the ‘good intentions’ that some of the commandments rely on?
How can we make a confidant out of an audience?
My answer to those questions, and to explain one part of why I felt the use of
datamoshing in our film was justified, relates to a passage from William Rothman writing on
Hitchcock’s Murder! (1930) in comparison to cinema-verité filmmakers, who were after all
my academic introduction to film emphasizing reality. “The…filmmaker’s fantasy of
virginity and impotence has its secret other face the fantasy of being author to the world,
commanding it to unmask itself…wreaking vengeance on it” (Warren, 81). A documentary
film made in the 21st century with modern digital equipment and software can author a
world indistinguishable to audiences from journalism, documentary, security cameras, and
any other supposedly objective film document, and it can do so to whatever end the
filmmakers apply it to—the great danger of movies. Of this danger, Lindsay Fiorelli argues
from their University of Pennsylvania dissertation that documentary films can be
unreliable—in terms of cognitive processes used to establish false belief—and contrasts
them with fiction film. From their preface, they discuss a way that we can approach reliable
filmmaking that builds trust with an audience.
I use this thesis to argue for a notion of epistemic directness, according to which
movies show us the truths, the facts, of their fictional worlds directly. The directness
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stems from film’s perceptual presentation: the fact that we just see narrative events,
characters, and fictional worlds by utilizing our ordinary perceptual recognition
capacities and our knowledge of natural information. The epistemic nature of that
directness consists in how fiction films cannot lie to us about their fictions, and how
they cannot mislead us about their fictional truths; I cash this out as a form of
reliability.
(Fiorelli xi)
The paper is a salient piece about the many philosophical ways that we are engaging with
a film from semiotics to cinematic realists, and they present a position that films guide the
imagination of the audience, and that they can maintain that imagination—that illusion—
while being included in the secrets of that magic. An audience can guard themselves with
their suspension of disbelief, and this shields them partially from the film’s power of
illusion. The example is that if you understand a film is fictional, you visit the magician on
your own terms, and you understand that no matter how perfect the illusion is that you are
not there to witness the impossible.
Painlevé’s challenge-commandments feel as though they have renewed purpose with
the growing inequality between audiences and illusionists, as tools have become more
sophisticated. We even the odds by giving an audience that honesty, we reveal our faces
before we put on our masks. This was my intention for the audiences with the datamoshing
effect: beware and see how reliable these images really are. Another element of superstition
in my process for this film has been to pay attention to natural glitches, especially
datamoshing. Since principal photography began, I have encountered these errors in
broadcast television at a major airport, at a film festival, on popular streaming services, and
on a dozen or more short videos on social media. Frequency illusion or not, it stands to
reason that this is a phenomenon that many audience members might have already
encountered, but more rarely in the context of an intentional glitch effect.
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By using a technique that exploited the same principle, this acts as a warning bell to
these audiences to prepare their suspension of disbelief. The first realization is that of your
screen: what is causing this error? The audience becomes aware again of the digital medium,
and they might begin to think specifically about how the film is being shown, and perhaps
we even start to troubleshoot the issue. Our suspension of disbelief breaks for a moment,
and the images continue to warp and slide beyond what would be normal to encounter in
life. As the frame becomes more painterly, our next realization occurs: we are invited back
to enjoy the show, reminded simply that noting is as it appears.
I have started to notice more videos made using a datamoshing effect using
applications or effects within popular video software. These use the effect in a much more
user-friendly way, but it is as a result more limited in the sort of effects it can create. For
instance, repeating p-frames to achieve “bloom” visuals, and other similar techniques are not
included in the tools given to video creators that are possible using older techniques. My use
of Avidemux had to do mostly with the path blazed before me by other video editors who
posted their own methodology on the internet. There are experts who manipulate the effect
in a more fundamental way—altering the files themselves—but I thought the tools available
to me were more than enough after a thirty or so test ‘moshes’ were taking up space on my
drives while I was working out the kinks. It felt like a folk-knowledge process here, and no
instructions worked perfectly on every system, or on every version. Experimentation was
necessary, and I began to appreciate how valuable it was that I was not in full control of this
effect. Compared to those applications that allow for a button to delete an i-frame, it felt as
if my method still had a mystery to it. Starting the chain reaction as each moment loses
connection to the images preceding it, I felt more like an amateur logger; chopping at a
timeline and trying to understand why the pixels fell where they did. The tree had as much
say in where it fell as I did—still equals before experience and learning can lead to
consistency and dominion. For this reason, I feel like I have a limited time to use
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datamoshing in this way before it no longer counts as a real chance operation to include in a
film. Again, from The Castration Painlevé writes: “After all, cinema is not cooking where
warmed-up leftovers often taste better than the first time” (Masaki-Bellos, McDougall, 153).
By then I would still be able to find a way to respect the spirit of this point, by doing
whatever it takes to snap audiences into awareness, to raise their defenses for them before
presuming to label anything you can record on camera ‘reality.’
As a last note for research, I would point out a lecture from Friedrich Kittler referring
to chance operation.
Once they exist, however, artificial substances or machines are able to react to one
another without human intervention, just as today’s random processes between silicon
and silicon dioxide, which computers ultimately consist of, relieve people of all thinking.
(Kittler 130)
I found this work through a blog post made by Sam Ishii-Gonzales on André Bazin and
Jean Painlevé. The post itself is concerned with both filmmakers’ fascination with the
camera as a device for recording the accidents of nature, and Kittler’s quote here is perhaps
most useful to us as a reminder that the experimental work done by 20th century surrealists
provide a stable ground to reference when introducing chance operation into a work of art.
Things happen, and they are in many ways out of our control. Even objects we create,
manipulate, and position in the world for our own purposes experience the unintended, and
glitches are harbingers of that chaos. This relief from thought that Kittler mentions is not
necessarily a bad thing, since it provides us a perfect vector for the unintended from within
our most complicated inventions.
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PROCESS
Establishing Methodology

To develop the rules for this film’s production, it was first necessary to determine
where I would exercise control, and where I would leave aspects of production to either
chance operation, or collaboration with subject and crew. As production continued, I added
and subtracted to these rules as different aspects became impossible to control or new ideas
emerged. The first element of chance was a surrender to an increasingly superstitious, and
mystical attitude towards filmmaking. Next there was the collaborative element in gathering
shots, and third there was the introduction of visual glitches in post-production. This meant
that each stage of the production had its own variable chance operation; the cards, the
people, and the tools all had some say in the final product. Practically this meant working
with only a rough scenario for each scene to remain flexible enough to accommodate delays
and changes to production as a result. This was intensified by the ethical goals of the
project, attempting to avoid hypocrisy by cultivating an awareness of the needs of every
person and place affected by the film. A reverence for those people and places was part of
the superstitious attitude of production. This was intensified by small rituals on set shared
between individuals, a sharp awareness of coincidence and animal omen, and other
unquantified factors that, if nothing else, prepared the crew for the unexpected, and helped
to prevent us from falling into old craft patterns.
For our purposes, showing respect to those people and places meant that physical
and emotional needs of the crew came before that of the production plan. Flexibility was
now a part of every day, and dramatic adjustments during the few shooting periods required
a nimble style of scriptwriting. Scenes were approached modularly, with scenarios written
with specific ambiguity about angles, locations, and even blocking. Setups adapted, and each
15

location developed a new rhythm for production. The use of several cameras allowed for one
director of photography, Brandon Granby, but also a variety of operators using a range of
cameras—different lenses for different filmmakers. Each of them would have sound or video
that made it into the final project, contributing to a shared idea of this project. This sense
of getting cameras into hands and getting boots on the ground felt harmonious with the
verité ideologies that influenced the production, and at times it felt as much like journalism
as it did like a work of fiction. Like a work of frontier documentary, the physical needs of
the crew were tested by the journey and the locations, which proved unforgiving enough to
count as its own chance operation.
The first round of production took place in October of 2020 when my original
planned list of subjects numbered between five and seven. This was before I had fully
adjusted the plan to account for the virus, and it was on shorter notice after we cancelled
the driving trip with the original crew. Of that crew, only Lani Dobson joined me on the
flight home, and we brought with us a small kit of mostly borrowed gear. I sought help from
older colleagues from the University of Colorado, and I was happy to have a good deal of
help early on. Of the three interviews we conducted on that first trip, only Nikki Pike’s
footage is included in the final film. This is due mainly to technical issues, including a
wonderfully dynamic conversation with Environmental Lawyer Andrea Gelfuso Goetz
where the record button was pressed once accidentally before filming, meaning we have
only the audio surrounding the interview and not even scratch from an on-camera mic. This
was the moment I really understood that it was worth it to bring the small crew from
Rochester as I intended. The work on location had to be done too quickly for me to
properly teach the more inexperienced members of the Colorado team how to operate the
equipment and still focus on steering the project. Another element of superstition: The
entire crew we got for Nikki Pike’s interview happened to be vegan, and the footage from
that day’s shoot became the model for the rest of the operation going forward, and for me it
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is hard to ignore the coincidence when more experienced, omnivorous filmmakers on the
other sets ran into more technical and environmental issues. The decision to keep set from
having animal products in food both satisfied the supernatural requirement based the first
trip, and helped us maintain a more environmentally sustainable practice during production.
Amid pandemic, my emotional energy was spent trying to minimize our risk of
contracting the virus to the point where I felt comfortable that there was a low enough risk
to my crew and subjects to justify filmmaking. We chose to take the trip by minivan,
renting a Chrysler Pacifica and packing it to the brim with supplies and equipment. It was a
three-day journey from Rochester to Colorado Springs, with a stop for filming Abbey
Hepner’s interview at her new post in Glen Carbon, Illinois. Most of the footage was
gathered on this January voyage with an RIT crew. The delay had cost me the opportunity
to work with some of my closer peers from the graduate program, and instead I called on
undergraduate students I had met as a teaching assistant over the years. The crew had to be
small enough to pack into the one vehicle with all our gear, and the final number for the trip
was six (with Komal Ashfaq producing remotely). Kristie Grosvenor and Komal’s work with
coordination and production proved to be some of the most important work for making
sure the trip—ten days of cross-country travel and photography right before the spring
semester began—was safe and efficient. With nearly a week of that time dedicated to travel,
the rest of the crew had to be comfortable enough with the equipment and processes that
we could make the time we had count. Raquel Estrada and Brandon were both reliable
camera operators, and the production was blessed with our two sound crafters, Olivia
Wilson-Luffman and Kevin Vega. The long hours of driving had been the biggest physical
challenge until it became clear that the schedule of production wasn’t adequate to protect
us from all possible health hazards.
We were sure for a while that we had missed some key risk factor, and that now we
might all be set to get the virus one after another. By the time we felt comfortable saying
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the culprit couldn’t be COVID, we were already a good deal shaken up. Brandon and Olivia
felt the effects first, and none of us escaped symptoms by the end of the trip. Altitude
sickness was the major problem on set, and a stomach bug prevented us from following our
plans safely. I hope that I was able to prioritize the crew correctly during this time, and we
paused footage acquisition while we gathered supplies and took care of resting crew when
they felt symptomatic. The climb from Rochester to Colorado Springs is almost sixthousand feet over 1,600 miles, and while I had planned to wait until three days after arrival
to move any higher, the climb in altitude alone was already driving us into bed with
electrolyte solutions and over-the-counter remedies. The narrative scenes filmed in Victor
were at nearly ten-thousand feet above sea level, twenty miles from our base, and I decided
that asking the entire crew to work at any greater elevation would be unreasonable, so we
waited until day six of the trip before we ended up making the journey—enough time to
help alleviate symptoms. Thankfully there was no interview to film at this location, so we
had time to rest, hydrate, and move slowly. The footage from that day exemplifies how well
this crew performed under pressure on the trip, and the qualities of the town and the
mining infrastructure surrounding are crucial for my plans with genre convention and
placing the film in a specific context as Colorado film.
The rest of the footage—the ending, the laboratory sequence, and the tarot reading
were acquired back in Rochester. The lab was filmed on campus with help from Brandon,
and felt appropriate to me, even counting as justified against Painlevé’s commandments, as
the high-technological cave system of the RIT film program is where I have spent most of
my time working. So, as I descended into the mine, I descended into something closer to
my lived reality while making the film, rather than showing an experience that I do not
concretely share. The other Rochester sequences were largely shot by Kailani, whose work
has run parallel to mine over the course of production. The tarot sequence was shot first out
of all the content in the film, and it remained through several iterations of design within the
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preproduction process, while the ending scene was appropriately filmed last (at a time that
the water was cold enough to make me rethink my production schedule). I felt returning to
Rochester to dissolve into the lakes here fit in with MJ’s considerations about watersheds,
as well as her stories of a mirrored journey from New York to Old Oraibi, and the tarot
sequence acting as a true flashback to the start of production puts the rest of the
documentary portion—between the first and last use of the datamoshing effect—in the
position of a final dream. The narrative explanation, if you consider the film to be a fictional
neo-western, is simply that a scavenger fell into a mineshaft. The documentary explanation
is that this early fall broke us out of a narrative spell and revealed a glimpse into the reality
of the film and the filmmakers. I felt this strengthened the use of the glitch, since it can
represent the ‘impersistence’ of memory; how we remember our experiences abstractly or
impressionistically, with new memories blurring over and taking elements from each other
to create an assemblage of sensory information. So, the effect is kept not only as a fourth
wall break, but also as a metaphorically significant detail in the retelling of this story. My
impression of Colorado is a dream I have, and whenever I return my new experiences wash
over and affect those impressions as if I had deleted my own i-frames.

Chance Operation

The central element of chance in the film is the use of datamoshing. The effect is
often described as ‘bleeding pixels’ for how it warps images and colors using the movements
of the video image. The effect itself can be initiated by deleting intraframes, also called
keyframes. In a compressed MPEG, these keyframes direct a series of delta frames made up
of p(redictive) frames, and b(i-directional) frames, which both carry only what data is
necessary to transition between keyframes. This saves a lot of space, but by cutting the
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anchor from them, these frames will simply treat each other as if they have the necessary
data to reproduce the image. Thus, these delta frames take whatever information they have
about changing the color, content, or position of information on screen and apply it to
whatever image is there. You can splice together the delta frames from different clips,
repeat them, or jump cut to other sections of the video, and when you arrive at another
keyframe the image returns to normal. Rosa Menkman who wrote the Glitch Studies
Manifesto in 2011, elaborates on the effect clearly in a 2009 blog post.
The bleeding pixel effect (or datamoshing) is located in a realm where compression
artifacts and glitch artifacts and digital effects intertwine. The artifacts caused by
compression are stable if triggered on purpose, but for the human eye quite
unpredictable. Therefore, technically, they are not a glitch because the method is
explainable and reproducible. They are however often perceived as a glitch (an error)
- also because of their parallel existence within the realm of broken television signals
and by artists used metaphorically as glitch art. I think the most interesting thing
about using this effect is that it shows the materiality of digital film - it
metaphorically translates the grain of the [celluloid] to the digital pixel. (Menkman,
2009)
In editing, I used this metaphorical glitch for narrative purposes, but also as a means of
connecting the various locations and subjects of the film. The characters in the film at some
points seem in control of the effect, or at least to make use of it to travel through time and
space as normal cuts do in the context of continuity editing. I believe this was critical to
preventing the film from dragging on or losing momentum, as all the events on screen feel
like they are happening at the same time. The acousmatic, disembodied sounds of the film
are connected to the images by a sense of total sensory experience in which the characters
reside. When for instance, towards the end of the film—around the 25-minute mark—MJ
emerges from the skyline while she continues to speak, I believe the audience has a sense
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that the images on screen are our guided imaginations while listening diligently. This feels
different to me from the normal documentary practice of cutting to b-roll, since we know
our vision (as well as the vision of the character) is being distorted by the effects of the
MacGuffin specimen my character carries; Chion might describe this as subjective sound.
Therefore, there’s a diegetic motivation for the images on screen, more closely aligned with
depictions of psychedelic visions or hallucinations rather than the practical desire to cut
away from documentary’s monotonous talking head. When polled, no early viewer has
claimed to be bored by the film—the closest complaints refer to bewilderment or confusion,
which I consider a preferable issue. I personally suspect that the reason these viewers were
willing to watch a half an hour of glitch art has as much to do with the datamoshed b-roll as
it does with the inclusion of a narrative b-story in terms of recontextualizing the subjects’
words on screen.

Chance Operation: Tarot Reading

The first drafts of my thesis proposal were more heavily inspired by mythological
references, as well as the concept of divination. Kailani’s reading at the beginning of the
documentary is honest, and I gave up on the opportunity to use this scene as a vehicle for
symbolic foreshadowing by controlling the cards. Instead, it was the first element of chance
operation, and the cards that appeared can be analyzed the same way any other work of
cartomancy.
Two subjects who were filmed but not included were Andrea Goetz, and my own
father. In the case of Goetz, we recall the issues with audio and other technical problems.
For my father, a motorcycle accident immediately preceding our planned narrative shots left
him with a broken ankle, and the interview subsequently cancelled. The decision to reduce
the number of subjects to three was considered as an early option, but after Nikki Pike’s
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interview was the only one of the first batch to be usable, I saw this as a good enough sign to
confirm the change of plan. The final film would focus on three subjects to appear in the
film as a Hecate trio—maiden, mother, and crone—as I have tried to keep the past, present,
and future in mind simultaneously while production continued. The subjects were related to
one another more elegantly, all of them were female mentors who influenced the work my
peers and I were making when I began using cameras as part of an artistic practice. They
were all at different stages of career, life, and practice: the conclusion of Hepner’s decadelong project documenting atomic subject matter, Pike’s continued sculptural practice as it
related to rearing her young daughter, and Sullivan’s long history in documentary journalism
and adventure. These felt naturally related to both the neopagan notion of the Triple
Goddess described by authors like Robert Graves, as well as the more traditional role of the
Fates in Orphic tradition, and this is what connected them thematically to my sense of
human control, visions into destiny, and the ability to affect the future positively or
negatively based on our own actions.
The following are notes taken during discussion with the reader, and part-time
cinematographer Kailani Dobson, who appears in the film administering the diegetic
divination. The deck used is by Denver printmaker Emi Brady, which uses alternative suit
names, but for clarity of discussion I will refer to the more popular suit names for the Minor
Arcana: wands, pentacles, cups, and swords.
The first card drawn is the six of wands, labeled ‘victory’ in the Brady deck. The card
itself shows an image of a Cooper’s hawk strangling a prairie rattlesnake. Kailani interpreted
this card to represent the arrival at an important milestone, along with reaching a new level
of self-assuredness. It is important to note that the initial interpretations for these cards are
in line with those expressed in the Rider-Waite deck, originally published in 1909, and later
republished by US Games in 1971. Emily E. Auger calls the deck “prototypical of the later
twentieth and twenty-first centuries” (Auger, 317). She even notes in a review of Helen
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Farley’s Cultural History of Tarot… that “just about every writer with even a passing interest
in Tarot is at least aware of…the rather obvious explosion of interest in Tarot following the
republication…” (Auger, 295). The usual Rider associations here apply to the six of wands as
being a sign of good fortune and success (Esselmont, 2011), but as noted in Brady’s booklet
for this specific set it should be taken in special consideration when paired with the two of
the same suit in a hand—which is the fourth card drawn. Discussing with Kailani, this
seemed like an obvious starting point for considering the thesis project itself. Since our own
rules of the chance operation prevented meddling, this was the first and only reading given
during the production process, and the cards were not meant to have authorial influence
beside their own or that of entropy. Thus, we have only to rely on this one reading as we
consider the events of the following year.
The next card is the king of cups, usually relating to mastery of emotion, setting
boundaries, and balance between “the executive and the heart” (Esselmont, 2011). Brady
characterizes the card as father or horns—depicted as a white-tailed deer above an
American alligator. In discussion, the card seemed to us related to the first motorcycle
accident of the production, which took place during the doomed initial voyage to Colorado.
As mentioned, this took place before we were set to film, and it was supposed to be a
routine reunion ride around the neighborhood. After dropping Kailani—the only
accompanying crew member—off to gather environment footage, my father Dr. Stokes was
late coming around a bend in the road behind us. I rode back up to investigate to find his
bike laid down in the middle of the road. While I cannot remember whether he was already
standing when I saw him, I do remember speeding back up the hill in a panic. When we got
the bike up, he thought he has made it out with a sprain and insisted on riding back home
afterwards—which Kailani was able to capture on video, though the section was left out of
the final edit. This was the first real test of my resolve within this system of documentary
that we were developing, now that subjects were risking injury, even if it wasn’t directly
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related to performing planned scenes. While I may have secured my father’s forgiveness, I
had doubts from this moment on that it was possible to document without endangering the
subject, with or without motorcycles. I feel this part of my process is best described by
Michelle Citron in Fleeing from Documentary (1999).
Autobiography can be dangerous to others, particularly those on whom the video or
filmmaker turns her camera. Lovers, spouses, children, parents, and friends can find
themselves suddenly appropriated as subjects into the autobiographical artist's celluloid
or tape presentation of "self." An autobiographical artist uses her own life and the lives
of others in the service of her art.

While Citron is referring to the spiritual, or psychological impact of being filmed, the
sentiment can be applied to the risk of physical harm that I put cast and crew in for my own
artistic gain. While I have always strived to operate within the confines of actor suggestion,
and capability, I have still always been particularly afraid of injuring the people helping me
with the work. In the case of Radio Carbon, I ended up putting myself in the most physically
dangerous situations, rather than asking my subjects to—the key example of which is the
second motorcycle accident of the film, where thankfully we sustained no injuries. This
scene is included in the film around two thirds of the way through, and is when my
character is plucking more natural resources from the environment. The scene’s planned
narrative meaning was intriguingly opposed by another chance operation—black ice. In an
act of generosity, Colorado Springs photographer Gray Warrior lent me his Royal Enfield
for the scene. I repaid him by slipping on the ice during a take—dutifully captured by
Raquel Estrada—and damaged his exhaust system. I was happy to include it as a slight
reminder of my unqualifications as a documentarian, protagonist, and motorist. This was an
honest relief to some of the anxieties and guilt associated with making autobiography, and
the urge to not fall into solipsism or self-aggrandizement through film. Nora M. Alter
mentions a similar concept when discussing Michael Moore’s Bowling for Columbine (Moore,
2002) “Moore’s film regrettably lacks the will to view itself as not just part of the solution
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but as part of the problem. That is, it avoids the intuition of its own complicity common to
exemplary works in the genre” (Alter, 171). This is part of my reasoning for including
elements like the accident, and moments of more clear chance operation, so as be an honest
part of the problem.
The third card drawn is Death, a combination of skulls—human, Smilodon fatalis, and
Tyrannosaurus rex—the only card of the Major Arcana to be drawn. This card appears in
the hand drawn in The Red Violin (Girard, 1998), which I consider the closest cinematic use
of the tarot reading as it was intended in Carbon. In Violin, the cards each precede a chapter
of the story, told in flash forward from the reading. While Carbon does not cut back to the
reading scene, this would be the fully narrative path if the film used Tarot in the original
plan to have each subject tied to a specific card. This relation to changing plans during the
production is one of the themes Kailani and I discussed when looking back on this card in
the context of the full production. The card’s usual meanings refer to the end of a phase, or
a sudden and unexpected—and inevitable—transition. Kailani also suggested the creative
grief of giving up on the original plans I had laid so carefully before losing the opportunity
to film in the original schedule, the loss of subject availability, and the disastrous shooting
ratio from first round of interviews. The editing phase of the film when I cut the first demo
for review revealed a much clearer sense of where the film had to go towards a new kind of
completion, and I still believe personally that it was the right decision to make, leaving the
older ideas for a later project, or simply to melt back into my subconscious.
The two of wands was mentioned before in the context of the six of the same suit, and
the Brady deck chooses to playfully connect the cards to Canis latrans and Geococcyx
californianus—a coyote and a roadrunner. Brady’s booklet asks the question with this card
“now what?” The discussion of this card turned to the period of sometimes unavoidable
fallow time following a large endeavor; there may be no next step to climb, or no clear path
forward in life. This has special relation to the next card in the series, but alone or with the
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six of wands suggests victory, but with a catch. Could this be represented by my own
COVID illness during the post-production, the completion of my longer-than-expected
university path, or some other struggle yet to come as the conclusion of the project looms?
The final card is a nine-banded armadillo hiding away in a burrow for the wintertime—
an especially appropriate image as the first official screening for the film is now scheduled at
in heart of winter. Kailani considers this card to represent an opportunity to set life in
order, and to focus on preservation and healing after the previous cards, and the process of
the film. There was also discussion of the card—the four of pentacles—as it relates to
overcommitment and disorganization, as the card appears reversed. The film has coincided
with many personal transformative experiences of mine over the past year, one culmination
of which resulted in the delay of the thesis screening by a semester. Identifying and
developing coping strategies for my own psychological, and mental health situation has for
me been forced by this project, since it required a level of organization and follow-through
that I have not had to go through in the context of filmmaking. As a result, this is by far the
most troublesome production I have led, and this might have been a good warning to me,
but it did not seem to be enough to avoid many of the worst consequences of shooting.

Chance Operation: Many Cameras

The cinematographic philosophies of the film were some of the first elements that were
concretely established, and most survived the major changes to structure the film later
underwent. For me, the clarity of these decisions came mostly from two key goals of the
production: the desire to approach an environmentally sustainable form of filmmaking, and
the desire to film with an approach towards a democratic, non-hierarchical form of
authorship. I personally believe that these concepts are interconnected, but for that is
something that can only be confirmed after observing the natural consequences of filming in
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this style future comparisons in the sustainability of different filmmaking methodologies,
which I fear may be a long way off. The major decisions for environmental sustainability
included the use of existing cameras and equipment—ideally borrowing or renting gear
whenever possible instead of adding new purchases to the kit—as well as the use of natural
light in almost all cases. This was not a huge limitation in terms of gear but became part of a
specific look for the film that greatly informed the shooting plan. For the introduction of
collaborative cinematography, this allowed us to use many of the cameras that other RIT
films would normally ignore either for their technical incompatibility with the main A/B
cameras used, or for their perceived inferiority to those cameras. In practice, this meant
that every member of the crew on location shared direct aural or visual material to the final
cut, and thus shared in a comparatively greater share of the final authorship.
The Trentino Film Commission have established one methodological guide for creating
environmentally sustainable film projects: the T-Green Film. This metric is styled closer to
what I have come to expect from corporate video experience, such as readiness-level checks,
or other certification systems for businesses. For this reason, it is a simple matter to
compare the practices from the Carbon set to those outlined by the Commission, and while
we do not have the necessary documentation to apply for this certification—nor is the
production Italian—we can see how the film would have stacked up to all six of their main
criteria listed on the official website. For example, for their “Criterion A: Energy Saving,”
they award better ratings for films which are able to use only temporary connections to a
power grid (not using generators), using renewable energy, and only using LED lights instead
of more energy intensive processes. While we were not equipped to use only renewables, we
chose to forgo large lights of any kind, using only natural light for the vast majority of the
film, and using no generators or similar apparatus on set. The only artificial lights used offscreen are an LED ARRI SkyPanel used in the laboratory sequence, and Kailani’s Lightform
AR projector; the practical lights used in the Victor mine and throughout in the jar are both
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LEDs as well. The other criteria which are less relevant to the discussion of cinematography
listed by T-Green Film are also mostly fulfilled by the production process, with exceptions
normally related to budgetary restraints.
Using natural light for me always meant choosing the ideal time of day for each scene
to be filmed. To accomplish this, most of the scenes in the project were filmed at or near
twilight. This fits into the narrative consideration that the majority of the film could be
seen as illusory within the material of the text (a deathbed vision, etc.) with the sections
after the introduction of documentary modes are bathed in permanent twilight. For me, this
was part of working in collaboration with the environment rather than trying to exercise
direct control over the forces of nature as I have been trained to do in film schools. Nikki
Pike succinctly described this aspect of the methodology while considering her motivation
behind the hemisphere she appears with in the film:
I was thinking about how we try to always be in control, so like a geometric form; and
then to take a…such a natural thing that we all appreciate universally—like bark—and
then to try to show the control that we feel like we have to have on nature.
Working as a still photographer, I have developed a real appreciation for being able to
choose when a shoot happens in the day. There is also a feeling that I can only describe
anecdotally as a compulsion to plan photography expeditions around golden hour and
twilight. This is something I began experiencing right at the outset of my work within the
medium in my first high school photography class when I was fifteen years old. At this point
it has become a baked in photographic instinct for me, and I did not consider it an artistic
limitation to choose to film at this time. This technique also impacted the crew’s daily
schedule, which was closer to the shooting rhythm from another RIT thesis set I worked on
with Rochester filmmaker Clara Riedlinger, titled If It Ain’t Here When I Get Back (2021).
When scouting with her cinematographer, Adam Schaefer, they determined that a certain
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window of dusk would be necessary for production, and thus began Clara’s process of
determining a crepuscular schedule for production. Central to the conversation was
maintaining a believable “illusion of memory and reality” (Riedlinger, 7), which for Clara’s
purposes meant preserving a pace on set that would not only allow for a tight seasonal
window (two weekends) of filming—at a location that could only be filmed twice a day—but
also preserve a feeling of a nostalgic, late summer attitude towards filming on the set in
order to facilitate naturalistic performance through largely improvised dialog.
This schedule was helpful to the crew in both terms of aesthetic quality and morale
on set. The footage we acquired had time to be planned and fine-tuned in the middle of the
day, when larger portions of time could be dedicated to preparing food, resting, exploring
the lake, etc. This period of siesta allowed for short, intense bursts of filmmaker at the
period of most valuable natural light, with plenty of time surrounding to make those few
hours worthwhile. This experience was mirrored on the Carbon set, where travel, meals, and
preparation took up large swaths of daytime on a short, weeklong trip to gather all but a
handful of the final scenes. I believe this contributed spiritually to the crew’s experience of
Colorado as a specific place, and a necessary location for the film. The crew had time to
take in and experience their surroundings, with a special focus on the handpicked scenic
locations during times of what I consider an especially profound natural beauty. Relating
back to the use of multiple cameras, this strategy helped to meld the various technical
formats and containers into a related color scheme and look, almost as if we had used
careful control of lighting temperature in a studio environment.
The use of different of these cameras was for me another opportunity to work in
harmony with the tools at our disposal. I identified key advantages of each camera system
we had access to and attempted to consider cinematographic strategies that supported
specific techniques for them all. The use of my father’s Canon Vixia for instance had special
significance for me, as it was the main sidearm that I carried with me as director during the
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creative process. I knew from the outset that I had an impulse to shoot the film myself—a
micromanagement style that I attempted to quell partly by using our least high-definition
recording system. The camcorder is equipped with a remarkable optical zoom lens built in,
made for amateur documentarians, and this proved to be repeatedly useful to me as I was
able to gather long, steady zooms. Thanks to the set speed of the zoom, these could later be
overlaid with one another with a degree of accuracy and seamlessness. This is used in several
of the longer datamoshes in the film.
The A and B cameras were a pair of Sony α7S IIs, one rented from the school, and the
other on loan from Wen Tong, who was originally planned to be the film’s cinematographer.
Parts of Nikki’s interview are filmed on another camera borrowed from Colorado Springs
filmmaker Drew Bauer and operated by Rob Bowen, due to our inability to bring RIT
equipment on the first venture. After Brandon Granby became the main director of
photography, Wen was still gracious enough to let us use his system. This allowed Rocky
Estrada and Granby to record interview footage simultaneously, while maintaining internal
continuity between images that were more likely to be directly intercut. The ability to
switch modes between genre fiction, documentary, and abstract filmmaking was important
to me as part of respecting the audience, and showing them all of the cinematic assumptions
that might color an impression of this film on first viewing. Perhaps this is best summarized
by Marianna Ellenberg’s thesis concerning the work of Canadian Video Artist Steve Reinke:
New modes of cinematic practice and video work open a more playful and engaged
position for the viewer/spectator/listener of a video art work or film. The video essay
addresses an ambivalent media spectator, and through its use of contradictory cinematic
codes, awakens his/her reading skills, in the attempt to put together the endless jigsaw
puzzles of diffuse aural and visual signs.
(Ellenberg, 2005)
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I do not see how I can expect an audience to critically engage with a subversion of a genre
trope, or the revelation of a new mode of filmmaking if I cannot reliably reproduce the
recognizable trappings of those modes. For me this meant storyboarding and editing
narrative scenes using continuity editing, using multicamera documentary interviews cutting
away to scenic b-roll, and using specialized, novel editing techniques to create compelling
abstractions in between.

Genre Convention

The specific inclusion of genre conventions was where I was able to execute some of
the most authorial control in the project, and from the outset I considered it a crucial
element to ready the audiences for engaging with documentary conventions relating to truth
and authenticity without developing a blind trust in the filmmaker. We open with the
longest narrative sequence in the project—using the largest variety of lenses and angles—all
in the service of establishing the project as a narrative genre film. Our context is defined as
an abandoned mine in Colorado, one of several deserted natural locations where the film
visits to learn something about how human works affect the world and distant generations.
The first images tell us this might be a western film, or later in the hoist house, where I
activate an artificial light and we hear electronic, synthesized score—as well as diegetic
machinery—we might begin to suspect science fiction. Either way, the audience is
unconsciously primed to receive mythological messages rather than concrete truths. We
also hear the first lines from the interviews as diegetic sounds from within the mine, lost
recordings playing as I reactivate the long-forgotten space. By the time this is revealed to be
interview footage in Nichols’ participatory mode, the audience has already been invited into
an environment without any permanent image or sound. MJ Sullivan enters as the first
subject, violently introducing the interview on our screen without so much as stopping to
fully brush away the previous frame.
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The conscious way in which they engage in figuring out the aesthetic puzzle of the
film allows them to feel more active as viewers and thus less manipulated. When the
trick of the film's construction is revealed they usually just laugh at themselves for
missing the answer to the puzzle.
(Citron, 25)
Here, Michelle Citron’s description of their autobiographical essay film What You Take for
Granted… (1983) clarifies a positive reality with the audience that the sort of editing
techniques used in Carbon might be able to gain from peering behind the curtain in this way.
One of the ways this diverges from Citron’s use of fiction in that project—her choice of
metaphor being fiction as an “escape hatch” (11)—is in the use of genre conventions and
styles as a narrative buffer for audiences beginning the film. The viewer is asked to accept a
divination scene as the first extended sequence of datamoshing in the film before any clear
expository or participatory documentary conventions are clearly revealed. I intended this to
be not only narratively relevant as the supernatural goal of my descent, but also to provide a
basis for the effect to be used. The audience might now build an association between the
effect and the supernatural, or the occult. Instead, the following use of the effect leads us
directly into documentary, where the viewer can reflect upon how long they have already
been listening to interviews. This recalls Steve Reinke’s commentary on his own video essay
work.
I've often said that my work seduces the audience, and then slaps them around. My
ideal audience is large and varied and pays attention. My expectation is that readers
pay attention. A certain level of un-guardedness is also called for; they must be open,
disarmed.
(Reinke, Interview with Marianna Ellenberg)
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It is worth considering another early element of production: the 1993 Sandia
National Laboratories report on long-time nuclear waste warning. This provides the basic
understanding for the narrative portion of the film and is summarized effectively by own
example from the report.
This place is a message... and part of a system of messages... pay attention to it!
Sending this message was important to us. We considered ourselves to be a powerful
culture. This place is not a place of honor... no highly esteemed deed is
commemorated here... nothing valued is here. What is here was dangerous and
repulsive to us. This message is a warning about danger. The danger is in a particular
location... it increases towards a center... the center of danger is here... of a particular
size and shape, and below us. The danger is still present, in your time, as it was in
ours. The danger is to the body, and it can kill. The form of the danger is an
emanation of energy. The danger is unleashed only if you substantially disturb this
place physically. This place is best shunned and left uninhabited.
This is part of a broader study of how nuclear waste sites can be identified across
hundreds, or possibly thousands of years. This waste becomes an easy metaphor for the
consequences of human action through time. Throughout the film, I gather more materials
for my work—that is for this film—as I am affected by the consequences of gathering that
one deadly material from deep within the earth at the start of my journey. Upon opening
the mine and taking a clipping of a radioactive plant, I bring damaging energies along with
me to the people and places I visit for the rest of the film. My initial misunderstanding of
that resource dooms me from the start, and the abstract image collisions caused by the
datamoshing effect echoes the damage that I cause to everything around me during the
production.
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The places I visit while meeting with the subjects are also connected to those ideas
expressed in the Sandia report, visiting various manmade structures for each interview.
Various physical markers for marking nuclear waste sites are considered in the report: a
landscape of thorns, forbidding blocks, fields full of spikes, and other earthworks meant to
evoke menace and confusion, as well as to suggest their incompatibility with life.
The first images of the film show off the imposing scale of the Theresa Mine in
Victor, Colorado; rusted spikes and limbs defy erosion and dwarf my figure as I crawl down
through into the lab below. Once inside, I arrive at the only studio location for the film,
fictionally the source of the radiation—and, outside of the narrative—the place where I
have the most exposure to higher technologies and resources which I do not fully
understand. Patrick Marold’s “The Windmill Project” is the next location we come to
before MJ Sullivan’s interview, a field of plastic pillars illuminated at night by solar panels.
This is on the way to the Heller Center at Eagle Rock, where her interview was shot.
Beyond being along the trails between the college and my old apartment, this is one of the
places most tied to public art as it relates to sustainability on the UCCS campus. The
nucleus is the homestead of Dottie and Lawrence Heller, and the surrounding elements—a
gallery, a guest house, and the remains of an art colony—are now used by the school and
student body.

Continuity Editing – The Fidelity of Images

In After Fact and Fiction, Nora Alter describes the effects of a scene the in the 1949
documentary Le Sang des bêtes, or Blood of the Beasts (Franju). Here I consider several of the
transitions between subjects. The use of datamoshed footagage for these moments
accomplishes some of what Franju is described to achieve through his use of camera
positioning and lens choice.
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In the striking final shot of Blood of the Beasts, the camera records a field with the city
in the background. Suddenly the prow of a barge enters the frame from the left-hand
side of the screen and glides noiselessly across it, making the viewer aware that what was
assumed to be solid land is in fact bifurcated by a canal, its presence hidden by
vegetation…the image of the canal calls into question our ability to trust what we see.
The sequence reveals that the camera as a recording device is also one of manipulation
and deception.
(Alter 108)
Illusions in film are so tempting to me because of the opposition between medium’s
observational prowess for making naturalistic, reproducible documents, and the relative ease
with which those documents can be subverted. The presence of a persistent illusion forces
us to admit that our senses are unreliable, and thus, that everything is unreliable. I consider
the destruction of predictive frames and the consequences to reveal two illusions
simultaneously, that of the film’s continuity, and that of the technology’s fidelity.
Considering that these effects are immediately apparent as digital errors with their
distinctive geometric qualities, and that these effects occur naturally as glitches in everyday
situations—especially online—then this may be in the same territory as other effects which
mimic a breakdown in the viewing apparatus, e.g., a torn projector screen, or burning
celluloid. Since the effect is also the main vehicle for moving to different places and times,
there is an association in the film between jumping out of continuity and using the glitch
effect. In one case, Nikki Pike opens a doorway through the previous interview to interject
the next part of the film; in another, Boniface the dog charges through abstract imagery to
return us to MJ Sullivan, perhaps as if he followed her voice through a dream.
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EVALUATION

Feedback on Radio Carbon has mostly consisted of small, private screenings.
Fortunately, a great deal of them have been in immersive, theater environments where
Olivia was still editing the surround sound mix. These were usually followed by verbal
critique and sharing of notes. However, the majority have been on smaller screens, possibly
more phone screens than anything else. As such, I tended to focus on critique related to
pacing, and to the content of interviews. Hearing what people thought was important to the
project out of the initial sixty pages of content was always a guiding light when I was trying
to first get the film under half an hour of runtime, but one aspect of critique that I have
always felt humbled by is the lack of comments regarding boredom or of missing context.
As far as I am concerned, this can be attributed mainly to the wealth of engaging
philosophical grist provided by the subjects of the film, along with their total candor and
enthusiastic participation in the project, for which I am indebted. I consider this because
comments I received advising what to cut out of the film were usually directed towards
narrative sequences in the film, especially in the introduction. I decided to stand my ground
after a certain point, partly because I felt that viewers developed strongly positive feelings at
subjects’ introduction after the slower buildup, which I thought would be jeopardized if I
followed their advice to get there sooner. This did encourage me to include fewer moments
of narrative silence later on, and now that I was comfortable enough to let the subjects
continue speaking, the narrative scenes became opportunities for association and contrast
between the actions on screen and the text of the interview.
One proponent of the opening scenes and their different pacing wrote in one email
“Unlike the rest of the visuals where there isn’t an overt connection between the dialogue
and image, it is suitable that the opening lines are directly linked to the visuals, because it
will ease viewers into the rest of the film.” The lines referred to were those that ended up
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modified to sound like diegetic recordings played through a PA system. Hearing feedback
that shared a similar consideration towards the introduction of the film was heartening
when faced with my longest project to date, and internalized insecurity on how such an
autobiographical piece might come across in this form.
Audience response also drove the removal of other transition, and image fidelity
effects within the project outside of the central glitch effect. One example is Adobe’s
‘morph cut,’ which is most useful as a utility to do such things as smoothing out a close jump
cut in a talking head interview. I used this tool in a previous narrative short Mystagogue to
cause a character to materialize in a hospital bed. This effect was originally used a few times
in Carbon, and with some proponents of the effect considering it a strong element of
surreality. In the end, however, effects like these felt too intentional, and began to detract
from the audience feeling that the datamoshing of footage approached documentary.
Without the metaphorical connection to true glitches that Menkman describes within the
datamoshing effect, these other effects lacked the aesthetic credibility of the former. The
evaluation process was also crucial in narrowing down which kinds of datamoshes were most
effective at different points in the story. Another note from email feedback comments on
the effect when Nikki talks about her bark sarcophagus, and as the conversation turns to
death and remembrance. They connect the abstract qualities of the effect to a coffin rising
from earth. Another commenter felt like we were being lowered into a grave. The moshes
themselves have consistently acted like Rorschach tests to audiences, who often develop
colorful descriptions of what they see as they gaze into the glitch. When I identified similar
connections that people made with the images, I would often cut or reshuffle the effects to
expand on what they found, or to otherwise respond to them.
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CONCLUSION

While harrowing, the process for making Radio Carbon seems to have been successful
in many of the major goals I had in mind at the outset of the project, despite being very
different from how I had originally planned it to appear. The subjects and crew have lasting
positive impressions from set and have expressed an interest in making more films using
these philosophies. We found and utilized methods that can allow us to use natural
environments and phenomena to reduce our carbon footprint, and the aesthetic results of
that process have helped to establish the films reflexivity and credibility as a work of
environmental film. Perhaps most personally, I feel confident in the depiction of the
subjects in the film and the academic rigor with which I chose to show excerpts of our
discussion. There is a certain intangibility to this notion, but I feel strongly that we have
avoided Citron’s great danger within autobiographical film of endangering the subject, or in
reducing them to my own sense of self.
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APPENDICIES
Appendix A – Original Thesis Proposal

Radio Carbon
Thesis proposal
Stokes // 2020 w/ September Updates
Major Updates
// Interviews

Acknowledging metaphysical beliefs as part of worldview and using spirituality within the
creative process.
It became clear during the pre-interview process that most of the subjects I reached out to plan to
focus on rational debate in the defense of their beliefs. However, several people specifically mentioned
the role their spirituality played in arriving at their conclusions.
Informing our decisions about life and philosophy within a larger religious or otherwise metaphysical
framework can help explain differences in priority and morality, and so it would be dishonest to not
consider my own beliefs as well as the beliefs of my audience.
I believe in fate, predeterminism, or destiny to some extent. For me, this has influenced and
impeded my experiences growing up in a secular home, and then leaving to study at two nexus of
American spirituality: Rochester and Colorado Springs. I decided the best way to approach the subject of
my own spirituality within the context of the film was to create a system in the preproduction that
would inform broad narrative decisions without making those thoughts explicit.
I chose to use tarot cards, a divination tool with roots 15th century Italy. The cards and imagery have
taken on a life of their own in modern occult/new age spiritual practices, and they were relatively
common in my community growing up. Tarot now informs two specific elements of production: as an
interview tool, and as a narrative device.
To connect the subjects together into a symbolically significant order, I assigned each of them a
tarot card from the major arcana based on what symbolic characteristics they embody for me. Then, I
refined the interview topics for each based on those cards in order to broaden and specify the lessons
taught by each of them.
Wise Blood - The Emperor
Interview with my father. Focus on science, authority, expertise, control, domination, and pride.
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Iron Sharpens Iron - The Hierophant
Interview with Alex Greanias. Focus on shared heritage, tradition, world view, devotion to a cause,
and honoring rituals.
Leap of Faith - The Lovers
Interview with Troy and Lisa. Focus on choice, trust in respect, disobedience in service of love.

Deep Listening - The Hermit
Interview with MJ Sullivan. Focus on seeking within, understanding nature, isolation, beauty, and
living ethically.

10,000 Years - The Devil
Interview with Abby Hepner. Focus on damage, loosing life, power, shortsightedness and despair.
She tells me about the Tower.

Thunder - The Star
Interview with Alex and Andrea Goetz. Focus on positivity, faith in the future, hope, and making the
best of bad situations.

Sensitive Interruption - The World
Interview with Nikki Pike. Focus on goals, synthesis, cooperation, community, and living with others.
The film will also include a brief appearance from the director of photography in the form of a tarot
reading. This scene will be unscripted, and the cards drawn will act as both a device for audiences to
consider the connection between the reading and the larger film, as well as a tool for the
shooting/editing process as I consider how to present the content shot.
// Expanded Techniques

Nonstandard craft elements and their relationship to content.
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The film will primarily use two special effects alongside traditional documentary tools: AR
projection, and datamoshing. Both of these serve to call attention to the piece as a staged production
and as a digital video, serving the larger goal of cinematic honesty.
Cinematographer Kailani Dobson has employed the use of a Lightform AR projector in her body of
installation artwork. The projector allows for real-time projection mapping and can illuminate areas
subjectively with different animations. In the film, this will be the main representation of the nuclear
energy radiating from the plant carried with me over the course of the story. This is an environmentally
friendly way to use practical effects to modify the natural environments where the film takes place and
provides a unique quality that feels technological and unbelievable.
Datamoshing is a glitch art technique that takes advantage of the way video compression saves
space in a file. By deleting certain frames, a Frankenstein cut can be made combining the image of one
clip with the movement of another. This causes distortion, and the first image can be progressively
wiped away by another clip, like scratching a lottery ticket. This calls perception into question, and fits
into a broader thematic connection to lies and realization.
// Audience

Social exigencies that may be addressed by the production, and who might benefit from
considering the piece.
This is a project about forming beliefs, learning from each other, and choosing how we trust. If those
ideas are expressed as intended, this could be most impactful for people who feel like they don’t know
how to trust anything.
When I began working on this project, I had a profound sense of anxiety about several social and
political milestones that were fading into memory. Flimsy lies can become deeply held positions, and a
corrupting sense of amnesia seems to feel inevitable as historical events are forgotten or
misremembered. This is by no means a unique phenomenon of our time, but that initial alienation—the
realization that history and reality are not as they always seem—seems to be a defining marker of 21st
century America. Which conspiracies we end up believing have become linked to our consumption, and
to our identities. All reality is suspect, and we find our community through the sense we choose to trust.
This means that in the worst-case scenario, basic truths of reality are called into question. The stock
market, professional wrestling, your place of work, your college education, your parents, humane
slaughterhouses, trickle-down economics, the shape of the Earth; if anything could be a lie, how do we
live?
A possible silver lining to this is the necessity of coherent philosophy. Regular people now have to
answer hard questions about how to live life, and specifically they have to decide how they will make
choices without all the information. In this way, an age where conspiracy is the default becomes a
superstitious world, and it becomes closer to the way we experience dreams with inconsistent rules.
Under these conditions, we might expect Americans (and the world at large) to become hyperskeptical, and to never believe a claim at face value. If this is the way the world will go, this film
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advocates for a skepticism that prioritizes human life and cooperation. It is for people who need to hear
that you don’t always need the truth to be kind, but you do to be cruel.
// Narrative Scene List

Planned narrative scenes to play out between interviews.

Scene 1 - Strange Signals - Rochester
The first image is my eye, zooming out, and awash in green light. I see the fireweed growing beside
an old nuclear power plant, a radio near me cackles and spits nonsense.
I shut off my hand radio, and pack the plant into a water bottle, and leave the field. I load it unto my
back and start walking away.
Scene 2 - The Reading - Rochester
I visit Kailani in a darkened room and receive a tarot reading. The cards are placed facedown and
revealed using datamoshing.
Scene 3 – Pilgrimage – Rochester
I leave town, and camp/sleep across the country. It’s a biking journey, head down an empty road on
a rickety bike with a sleeping bag and a hammock.
Scene 4 - The Arrival – Limon
I arrive at the eastern edge of town—I hide the plant in the Paint Mines interpretive park, within
one of the many small caves.
Scene 5 – The Power – Limon
I return to the hidden plant to see that it’s resonating with machines nearby. A few of the defunct
wind turbines spin, and as I approach the plant some of the start speeding up rapidly. I pull the plant out
of the ground and things shimmer to a halt
Scene 6 – Cosmic Background – Black Forest
This time further away from large machines, I climb into a ditch to hide the plant. Before I depart, I
find that it’s activated a nearby radio half-buried in rubble. The radio sends out static noise, and I leave it
without incident, figuring it’s small enough to escape notice.
Scene 7 – Nostalgia – Black Forest
I return to the radio with Alex, and Zeke—friends from childhood. I lead them over wearing their
masks as blindfolds. When we arrive, they take off the masks and hear the static, marveling at it. I
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change the tune, and the plant hums in resonance with the radio. After a moment, a distorted
afterimage of a man playing guitar appears, and we clearly hear his distorted song; we dance.
After a happy moment, the sound becomes harsher, to the point where the feedback whines too
loud for us to take. I manage to shut the radio off, but Alex and Zeke have already fled. I pick up the
plant and hit the road again.
Scene 8 – The Tower – Victor
I trudge along flat-carved mountainside. I find a defunct mine and examine the equipment—
choosing to lower the plant into the mine. As I lower it, the bottle thrums low. I hear the sounds of
scraping, and blasting, and drilling from below. Lights in the town nearby all illuminate, and I pull the
plant back up hurry away.
Scene 9 - The Chariot – Platteville

I pluck a leaf from the plant and drop a it into the gas tank of the old motorcycle. It roars to
life and the lights all blaze green. The bike rides with impossible speed to Fort St. Vrain.
Scene – 10 Judgement – Platteville
I arrive at Fort St. Vrain. Andrea Goetz’ interview tells us this is a nuclear waste site. I end
up choosing to devour the plant rather than let it into the wrong hands. As I seize up and begin
to glow with the plant’s energy, my eyes change their focus. They zoom, and I can see further
towards the plant. I spot people walking around the plant, unharmed by the radio. I try to reach
out to them, but I freeze into place, my eyes dilate until they cover the entire frame in darkness.
Overview
// Summary

After secretly growing a forbidden glowing plant, a man looks to his father for advice
while trying to keep his secret hidden.
Radio-Carbon is a personal essay and hybrid documentary film focused on the implications of
nuclear energy and the nature of consumption and growth. The project would be a combination of nonexpert interviews arranged into a narrative work of speculative fiction. The story would unfold as
follows:
I, playing a young member of an agrarian community, manage to grow a sprig of fireweed that emits
nuclear radiation. Once I find that it can power several devices around the town, I decide to hide the
plant and talk to the people around to help make a decision about how best to use this power. The film
would open as I confront my first unaware-counselor—my father. After speaking a few other people
over the next few days—while trying in vain to find it an adequate hiding place—I’m forced to finally
take a position on how to use it.
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// Themes
Creating a combination of personal essay film, family ethnography, and speculative fiction within
the lens of conscious filmmaking.
The central question of the film, “how do we make informed decisions based on contradictory
opinions?” is informed by smaller questions internal to the narrative and to the world of the film.
Is it alright to trust our parents?
Do we ever have enough information to make good choices?
Should we limit growth and technology? Can we?
Should we keep secrets?

These are questions that the protagonist would grapple with internally, revealed through their
actions between interviews. These are all questions that affect the modern world, but they are
presented in a simplified situation where they can be understood as individual choices.
// Construction and Form

Developing a structure and a cohesive aesthetic tailored to the subject matter, the
themes, and the subjects.
The film is built from two sections, which alternate over the course of the story: interview and
narrative. These are all framed within a speculative near future where alternative, sustainable energy
sources are the preferred method of energy generation.
The film opens midway through the first conversation, where I will be seated alone with my father.
At this point, we have no idea that my character has found the plant, or that I’m hiding something, it’s
simply a heated discussion about nuclear power in the past and how environmentalists have responded
to technology. Once the conversation is finished, I excuse myself and leave the building, returning to a
shed where I have the plant hidden away. Once there, I realize that the glow is brighter, and can be seen
from outside. I hurry inside and resolve that I’ll need to move the plant to a new hiding place.
Hiding the fireweed becomes a new goal. This means the conversations have narrative stakes—I’m
always at risk of arousing suspicion and revealing my true intentions. The audience will then have to
make their own decisions about my honesty and methodology—fitting right in with that theme of truthseeking. Between interviews, the radiation emitting from the fireweed will be an active participant in
the story. It glows with varying intensity, it can activate numerous machines and devices near it, leave
glowing impressions if kept somewhere too long, and cause genetic mutation in other plants and
animals.
Obviously, stuffing it in a box won’t work, so I have to think more carefully about where I choose to
hide the fireweed. Transportation is also an issue. I decide to move around mostly during twilight, when
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most of the townsfolk are at home. I try hiding it in old abandoned buildings with heavy concrete, but it
starts powering old shop signs and radios. I try taking it into the foothills nearby, but it causes strange
changes in the plant life. I give up on trying to hide it in town, and I start looking at hiding it further
away.
At this point in the interviews, I’m personally convinced that it would be best to get rid of the plant,
and so I decide to take it farther away. I take an old motorbike without any gas, coasting down the hills.
Once I arrive, I find a radio half buried in the rubble. I hold the fireweed up to it, as one last experiment. I
don’t hear anything but static. I reluctantly bury it nearby, looking out towards the horizon where dozens
of wind turbines slowly rotate. Before I get back to my vehicle, the static on the radio amplifies. It keeps
increasing, and I look out to see the turbines spinning faster and faster as the static lifts into a stable
tone. I hastily dig up the plant, and everything turns back to normal. I return to town, dropping a leaf in
the gas tank and bringing the old machine to life.

At this point I’m reinvigorated. Seeing the potential of even just a single plant, I reach out to talk
with a few more people to see if they know about the value that they’ve given up. It’s harder to contain
my agenda, and these interviews are charged with a new sense of urgency. Someone brings up the
uranium mines deeper into the mountains, and I decide to see for myself. This is a much longer journey
than any of the others, and when I arrive it’s just before dawn. Using the light emitted from the fireweed
like a lantern, I explore the ruins of the old mining town. It is at this point I start to see the physical
effects from handling the plant, and glowing splotches on my hands and arms are clearly visible in the
darkness.
At the top of a hill, there’s a huge structure of bent wood and metal. I find a pit beneath it stretching
deep into the mine, and after dropping a few stones to test it I hear how impossibly far it stretches into
the mountain. Here is where my final decision is made—where I weigh all of the information I have and
decide finally what to do standing on the gravesite of modern-day energy dependence.
Where I end up after all these talks leaves some room open for the final story to be revealed in the
edit. This is mainly to preserve the academic honesty of the piece, since it’s the best representation of
how the whole project has affected me, and by extension my character on screen. This means that the
precise ending of the film can’t be known until all the interviews are complete, just like any other
documentary. There are several clear, cinematic options depending on what my choice ends up being,
and this should not prevent the film from having a decisive stance by the end.
Ground rules to help establish the film’s internal logic:
The Fireweed
The plant will shimmer and glow in normal light to varying degrees. The strength and timing of the
glow seems inscrutable and isn’t easily hidden around people.
The “radiation” emitted also works better at certain times than others. Sometimes it will cause
machines to hum, or work a little faster, other times the effects are more dramatic.
Organic material nearby will eventually develop external glows and splotches, and the main
character will experience negative side effects.
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The Community
Post-collapse agrarian society. While not dystopian or apocalyptic, the world will be clearly shown to
be restructured after the current state apparatuses have failed due to some external factor—implicitly
climate change.
Things work. While communities would each have dramatically reduced carbon footprints, scientific
knowledge and technology is not lost. There are working machines, barter economies, etc.
Cultural shift. This film imagines that common wisdom sees overconsumption and forced economic
growth to be the main catalysts for collapse. Living extravagantly is a social taboo, and the desire to
return to pre-collapse lifestyle is not very popular.

// Background

My relationship to the subject matter, the subjects, and the genre.
Since this project is about being honest about bias, it’s important to start with the people who have
shaped my beliefs and prejudices about environmental topics.
Growing up in the early 2000s, Global Warming, conflict resources, and late-stage capitalism and
consumerism all had an effect on how I saw the world. Whether or not these topics came up on the
news, in the classroom, or wherever else they would my father was there to provide the first line of
debate and criticism. This led to more trouble as I started to join environmental clubs or cut meat from
my diet. This project began as a way for me to observe how these topics—major existential questions
about societal ethics—could affect children exposed to them constantly.
This all meant that environmentalism was my first real political arena, and the first topic which I
developed any kind of social consciousness about. It was the first cause that I felt passionately about,
and it represents a lynchpin for many of my other philosophical leanings. This is why it’s crucial for me to
more fully come to terms with my own subconscious predispositions, and to speak with those why
might have helped me to form them. This documentary is a way for me to do that while providing an
insight into how normal people grapple with the existential bargain between our consumption and our
longevity.
None of the subjects in the film are strangers to me. These are my friends, my teachers, and fellows
in my community whose only connection to one another are me. This is a way of finding a cross-section
of American mindsets, while still choosing people who have had the opportunity to deeply consider
sustainability and energy.
// Influences and Comparisons

Films that either influence the project or share key elements with it.
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Personal essay films
Agnes Varda, The Gleaners and I
Ross McElwee, Bright Leaves
Matt McCormick, The Subconscious Art of Graffiti Removal

Hybrid documentary
Michel Brault, Marcel Carrière and Pierre Perrault, Por la suite du monde
Richard Linklater, Bernie
Abbas Kiarostami, Close-up

Conscious film, and Environmental film
Kotevska and Stefanov, Honeyland
Loader, Rafferty, Rafferty, The Atomic Café
Rollan Serghienko, The Bells of Chernobyl
Godfrey Reggio, Koyaanisquatsi
Benh Zeitlin, Beasts of the Southern Wild
Christopher Nolan, Interstellar
Hayao Miyazaki, Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind
Bill Brown, Buffalo Common

// Scope

Special considerations and unique challenges for this work.

The project will require minimal special equipment, and labor will be limited to a few interested
parties with whom I’ve worked before. This is because I suspect the majority of the interviews will be
held in Colorado where the subjects live.
One or two weeks of well-scheduled interviews would be sufficient to conduct several interviews,
especially if I can complete the sets beforehand. While I would plan to allow for a return trip for pickups
or additional footage, this will very likely be less technically demanding than other projects I’ve worked
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on before. All of the scenes without an interview subject would then be filmed in one or two full days
either in Colorado or in Rochester depending on crew availability and location access.
The most complicated visual effect would be completed by the clever use of lighting, or by the use
of phosphorescent paint, and set/costume design would be mostly modification and upcycling existing
worn clothing.
Narrative portions will most likely be filmed at key outdoor locations that exemplify Colorado
biomes and their intersection with sustainable architecture and infrastructure.
I plan to fund largely through personal savings. Most shoot days would be half-days with a crew of
4-7. The production would account for the travel expenses of 1-2 RIT students depending on the final
crew.
Clothing
Workwear: hand-me-downs and sustainable materials
Linen, old-cotton, hemp; new materials like Tencel or pinatex,
Boots, chore coats, jumpsuits, and coveralls.
Simple Aesthetic. The status quo of this community would be one of ethical minimalism.
No brand logos, limited use of dye, individualized styles connected through materials rather than design.

Buildings/décor
Upcycled furniture, simple hand-made or repaired objects.
Bamboo, found objects, clutter or clean depending on the subject.
Artworks and instruments
Sustainable housing, subterranean rooms, gardens and tools, simple machines.
Houses either prebuilt and older or newly built pueblos
Primitive living.
Campgrounds, caves, tents, and nomadic homes.
Narrative Locations
Paint Mines, Limon.
This location is an archaeological open space where I have filmed before. It presents a unique
southwestern landscape surrounded by the Limon Wind Energy Center, the largest wind power facility in
the state.
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Victor
A historic gold mining town in Teller County. This is another location I’m familiar with, and it has
wonderful examples of old, abandoned mining equipment.
Ft. St. Vrain, Platteville,
This was the location for the first and only nuclear facility operated in the state between 1976 and
1989. It remains as a natural gas plant. The original fort nearby was largely cleared for farming.
Sand Dunes National Park.
The tallest sand dunes in North America. One of the places where the oil and gas industry has been
encroaching as policy shifts away from environmental protections.

This imagines a world where growth has been abandoned in the face of climate disaster, and these
people chose to dramatically limit their consumption rather than seek out new forms of energy or to
prop up the ones they had. This serves two purposes narratively: to isolate the central conversations of
the project from gray-areas that intersect with other modern issues, and to show an optimistic view of
the near-future without being utopian nor dystopian.

// Crew and Budget
Updated Crew:
Director of Photography: Lani Dobson
Composer/Eco Manager: Alex Goetz
Assistant Camera: Drew Bauer, and Rebecca Knaff
Sound Department: Timmy Mancini
Unassigned: Elise Garner

Major expenses. Estimates with
Travel: $500
Accounts for round-trip air fare from Rochester to Denver.
Food: $300
General Liability Insurance: in-kind
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Crew payment: $1000
Permits: $300
*Equipment: $500

// Subjects

The people who I would like to interview, and their connection to me and the subject matter.

Robert Stokes Sr. – My father, a retired scientist. His academic background is in astrophysics, but his
professional experience is in the energy sector and fuel cell technology. His is the sociological
background from which I draw many of my subconscious feelings on this material.
Alex and Andrea Goetz. – A close friend of mine from high school. The two of us joined our school’s
environmental club and attended a few related events including an iMatter led climate march on the
state capitol. Andrea, his mother and a family friend, is an environmental lawyer. I’ve worked with Alex
extensively as a composer on my films, and he would likely have the same role on this project.
MJ Sullivan. – A former professor and mentor from my undergraduate program at the University of
Colorado. Specifically involved with documentary, journalism, and poetry.
Troy Roth and Lisa Wilkening. – Lisa Wilkening has a degree in Environmental Studies and was one of
my classmates, along with Troy, her fiancé. They have been close friends and housemates for many
years.
Abby Hepner. – Former professor of photography at UCCS. Her body of work includes a project
Transuranic where she employed the uncommon uranotype process to capture nuclear waste sites in
the western United States.
Nikki Pike. – Artist and Activist with special interest and work regarding sustainability, hierarchies of
need, and art as an education tool.
Alex Greanias. – Another former roommate. Alex was a key member of UCCS’ Office of
Sustainability.
// Timeline

Updated:
September – Test footage, AR projector design, Scenes 1 and 2.
October 17th-31st – Travel to Colorado, interviews, and remaining narrative scenes filmed
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November – Editing, Score
December – Pickups, rough cut, WIP screening.
January and on // Final Cut, Press Kit, Thesis Defense, Festival Submissions

Appendix B – Screenshots from the Film
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Appendix C – Notes from Production
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Figure 1. Laboratory shotlist.
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Figure 2. Example of notes made while adjusting datamoshes.
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Figure 3. Notes from feedback.
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Figure 4. Early preproduction from before the switch to three subjects.
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Appendix D – Annotated Script
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